Reduction of recurrent HSV disease using imiquimod alone or combined with a glycoprotein vaccine.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the effects of an immune modulator, imiquimod, given alone or in combination with an HSV vaccine on HSV immune responses and as immunotherapy of a genital recurrence model. After recovery from primary genital HSV infection, animals were randomized to placebo, 21 days of imiquimod plus a placebo vaccine, or 21 days of imiquimod plus an HSV-2 glycoprotein vaccine. Placebo or HSV vaccine was given in the footpad on days 16 and 37 after HSV-2 genital inoculation. Daily imiquimod or placebo was given subcutaneously in the shoulder on days 16 through 37. Genital recurrences were monitored and HSV specific NK activity, IL-2 response and ELISA antibody were assayed. For the entire 15 week observation period, imiquimod alone reduced recurrences 62.6%, while addition of HSV vaccine to imiquimod reduced recurrences 80.6% compared to placebo/placebo. The duration of significant recurrence reduction was more notable with the addition of vaccine. Imiquimod alone significantly reduced the weekly HSV recurrent disease in the first 10 weeks (53-94% reduction, mean 75.9%), as did imiquimod plus HSV-vaccine (71-98% reduction, mean 89.5%). In weeks 10-15, imiquimod alone reduced recurrences significantly only in week 10 (20-53% reduction, mean 33%), whereas the addition of vaccine extended the significant recurrence reduction to 14 weeks (44-71% reduction, mean 56.8%). The recurrence reduction is correlated to an increased HSV-induced in vitro IL-2 response and NK activity against HSV targets in treated groups. Both imiquimod and the imiquimod/vaccine combination significantly reduced genital HSV recurrences, but the combination extended the duration and extent of protection for recurrences compared to imiquimod alone. Enhanced HSV specific immune responses correlated to the protection.